An acclaimed US Rugby Video
Streaming Platform
Driving engagement with Rugby fans through the first-of-its-kind Roku
TV app for a renowned US based Rugby content channel
#Smart TV

#Mobility

Summary
TO THE NEW developed highly intuitive app on Roku TV for the live video-streaming of Rugby matches through the
OTT platform of the client. This helped them to drive more engagement with Rugby fans and enthusiasts and also
bring the US audience closer to one of the world’s most popular sports.

Highlights

The Client
The client is an acclaimed US based Rugby video streaming platform.
It offers a subscription-based online service providing exclusive
live and on-demand coverage of top-tier domestic and international

World-class Roku TV Rugby
app

rugby matches. It provides both free and paid rugby content including
global rugby matches, news bulletins, interviews of players, etc.

Advanced app
functionalities like
browsing, filtering, etc.

The Goal
The client, being a popular video streaming platform for Rugby
matches, already had Android and iOS apps to watch live matches.The
company wanted to venture into the Smart TV sphere by launching
Smart TV applications for top TV platforms and connected apps for
media streaming devices. Through this, the client wanted to steer
engagement with the US Rugby fans through highly intuitive TV apps.

Key Features
Built best-of-breed Roku TV app for respective app stores of the
USA
Supported both live streaming of Rugby matches on the app as
well as access to a library of previous matches on-demand through
the interactive TV apps
Enabled live-streaming of matches and provided real -time stats
for play-by-play and head-to-head matches

Connect with us

High traction among the
US Rugby followers

Enabled audience to utilise advanced features on app like viewing archived match videos, direct sharing across
social platforms, and receiving custom content including the latest news on their favorite clubs

Technical Excellence
Utilized existing Roku templates for TV platform and media streaming device
Included advanced functionalities in the app to operate media player using the basic remote controls of Smart
TVs and connected devices
Supported major functions in the apps like browse, search, navigate, play, rewind, forward, stop and pause,
registration, set to favorite, view favorite etc. using friendly user-interface.
Rigorous testing and delivery of the applications and deployment in the respective application stores
Integrated VAST video ads with the Roku TV app
Implemented polling in background
Activated linking of the TV app with the existing web application
Integrated app with Google Analytics to track the number of visitors and access detailed analytics

Technology Stack
Development
Language

BrightScript

Other Tools

Know more about our Smart TV App Development offerings
www.tothenew.com
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